
Langham Scholarships Criteria

Scholars are selected by the Langham Partnership Scholarships Committees, according to the following criteria. In 
order to be considered for a grant, you must provide evidence that you:

• are pursuing advanced studies to prepare yourself for the training of others for Christian ministry, especially 
pastors, in the work of preaching and teaching;

• are pursuing a PhD in one of the following areas: Old Testament, New Testament, Theology, Ethics, Church 
History or Inter-cultural Studies based on biblical teaching or interacting substantially with scripture and 
theology; 

• are strongly recommended by Christian leaders in their country (in both church and seminary), who can 
testify to your evangelical convictions and leadership potential, and who can indicate why you need to 
possess a doctoral qualification. Usually the applicant will be specifically recommended as a future faculty 
member, or already be a faculty member who has been set apart by their institution for further training. 

• have demonstrated academic ability and competence for doctoral research and normally already possess a 
postgraduate Master’s degree or can demonstrate you have a qualification of equivalent standard. 

• are committed to serving within your home country or region immediately upon the completion of your 
degree programme and for a period of at least ten years. 

• must have raised a proportion of your support, from your savings, family and friends, your church, seminary 
or other charitable trusts. [This is normally at least 30% of your total financial needs for your programme. The 
maximum grant that Langham will award to a full-time scholar is £13,000 sterling, or $21,000 USD per year, 
and usually it is less than this. It will be an advantage to your application to show that you can raise 
significant amounts of your own support] Full-time students will need to raise sufficient funds to satisfy the 
financial requirements of the visa authorities for the granting of a student visa. The amounts required will be 
considerably larger if you intend to bring your family. In some circumstances in your first year the amount 
you have raised for your own support in addition to the Langham award may need to be deposited with 
Langham Partnership before your programme starts, and will be paid back as a regular allowance. 

• must have already applied and/or been granted registration at an institution where doctoral degrees are 
offered; or you are in correspondence with a possible supervisor who is sympathetic to the ethos of Langham 
Partnership. You are advised to discuss this in advance with the leadership of the Langham Scholars 
programme who will be able to advise you as to a suitable university, department or supervisor. 

• are willing to sign the Langham Statement of Faith annually; and the Grant Agreement, which is as follows: ‘I 
accept the offer of a Langham Scholarship. I understand that the scholarship is treated as a loan for the first 
ten years after I have completed my doctorate. I agree to repay my total scholarship to the Langham 
Partnership if I do not return to the Majority World (Two Thirds World) immediately upon completion of my 
doctorate. I also agree to serve in the Majority World (Two-Thirds World) for no less than ten years after 
completion of my doctorate. If I accept an employment position outside the Majority World within ten years 
of the completion of my Ph.D I will repay to the Langham Partnership (UK & I) ten percent of my total 
scholarship for each year remaining of my ten-year commitment.

• are willing to participate in all training events provided by Langham Partnership during the course of your 
study. 

• are under 40 years of age at the time your doctoral studies commence
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